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Abstract: Algorithmic trading is a common topic researched in the neural network due to the
abundance of data available. It is a phenomenon where an approximately linear relationship exists
between two or more independent variables. It is especially prevalent in financial data due to the
interrelated nature of the data. The existing feature selection methods are not efficient enough
in solving such a problem due to the potential loss of essential and relevant information. These
methods are also not able to consider the interaction between features. Therefore, we proposed two
improvements to apply to the Long Short-Term Memory neural network (LSTM) in this study. It is
the Multicollinearity Reduction Module (MRM) based on correlation-embedded attention to mitigate
multicollinearity without removing features. The motivation of the improvements is to allow the
model to predict using the relevance and redundancy within the data. The first contribution of the
paper is allowing a neural network to mitigate the effects of multicollinearity without removing any
variables. The second contribution is improving trading returns when our proposed mechanisms
are applied to an LSTM. This study compared the classification performance between LSTM models
with and without the correlation-embedded attention module. The experimental result reveals that
a neural network that can learn the relevance and redundancy of the financial data to improve the
desired classification performance. Furthermore, the trading returns of our proposed module are
46.82% higher without sacrificing training time. Moreover, the MRM is designed to be a standalone
module and is interoperable with existing models.

Keywords: algorithmic trading; multicollinearity; feature selection; neural network; classification

MSC: 68T07

1. Introduction

Algorithmic trading has become increasingly popular with the advancement of tech-
nologies and big data. It refers to any programmed software that automates one or more
stages of the trading process [1]. It may contain hundreds of variables and minor changes
that significantly affect forecast performance. As the forecasts are commonly conducted for
trading, multicollinearity has vast implications on the system’s profitability. Multicollinear-
ity is an approximately linear relationship between two or more independent variables.
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There are two significant problems of multicollinearity. Firstly, the estimated standard er-
rors of the regression coefficient are large. Therefore, the parameter estimates are unreliable
and decrease the precision [2]. Secondly, the model will have poor generalization capability
and overfit the data. Financial data are likely to have high multicollinearity. For example,
when using technical indicators in stock analysis, there will be multicollinearity issues if
the indicators measure the same information, such as momentum [3]. This is because the
different indicators are all derived from the same series of closing prices in such cases.

The technique to mitigate multicollinearity is feature selection, which can be catego-
rized into the filter, wrapper, and embedded methods [4]. The feature selection method
reduces the number of variables to the relevant few. The filter method uses the statistical
properties of each feature and its relationship with the target variable to select the best
subset of the variables. The examples are information gain, correlation, and chi-square. The
wrapper method searches for a subset of features based on their performance. The subset
is removed or added accordingly, but it is computationally expensive due to repeated
learning. Examples of wrapper methods are forward selection and backward selection.
Embedded methods are learning algorithms that perform feature selection in conjunction
with the model tuning process. Examples include the Lasso Regression and Decision Tree.
The advancement in machine learning and artificial intelligence has provided a new frontier
of potential methods to improve performance. For example, ref. [5] proposed a feedforward
artificial neural network to model data with multicollinearity and obtained much better
performance in terms of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) compared to the traditional
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).

Existing feature selection methods are inadequate for a neural network because most
statistical measures cannot uncover nonlinear relationships [6]. Furthermore, it is not
optimal to remove features in financial data because they are all interrelated [7]. We propose
using attention mechanisms and correlation embeddings on the input data to solve the
multicollinearity issue in the financial forecast. This is an embedded approach to feature
selection. The embeddings method developed for text data has successfully learned the
similarity between words. The expectation is that the neural network embedding approach
can learn the similarity between features. The model uses the correlation between variables
as embedding. It gives the model information about redundancy between variables. The
purpose of the attention mechanism is to learn which variables are most relevant to the
target variable. It does this by assigning a different weight to each input variable. The
attention model was first introduced for sequence-to-sequence machine translation by [8].
Today, the mechanism has continued to be developed and extended to other fields such as
image data [9]. Attention allows the predictive model to learn the dependence between the
variables and the output. The attention mechanism has proved to be useful in predicting the
price fluctuations of stock markets using technical indicators [10]. The proposed method
offers potential improvements in financial forecasting and algorithmic trading under the
effects of multicollinearity.

We adopted the attention mechanism and correlation embeddings to a neural network
that predicts price changes in foreign exchange rates. It is an embedded approach to feature
selection. The first contribution of the paper is allowing a neural network to mitigate the
effects of multicollinearity without removing any variables. The second contribution is
improving trading returns when our proposed mechanisms are applied to an LSTM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works on multi-
collinearity in statistical and neural network models are presented. Section 3 discusses
the methodology, where stock price data and the model are given. The detailed financial
performance of the model is given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. Related Works
2.1. Algorithmic Trading

Algorithmic trading is a process of trading financial instruments using preprogrammed
systems. Algorithmic trading grew in popularity along with its technological advancement,
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and technical analysis has been used to make investment decisions in financial markets.
Technical analysis uses chart patterns, price, and trading volume to predict the future
price of assets. This information is used to form technical indicators on the asset’s trend,
momentum, volume, and volatility. The indicators give traders signals to enter or exit a
trade. Besides that, fundamental data such as macroeconomic data and financial reports
are utilized. This massive amount of data is subject to the effects of multicollinearity.

Forecasting of time series data is vital in the finance and economic field. It is tradi-
tionally done using statistical models where data from past time lags are used to forecast
future value. The most notable technique is the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA). The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is the neural network that models the
dependence between sequences of inputs. The Long Short-Term Memory neural network
(LSTM) is a version that can hold long-term information from data. Unlike the RNN, it
has memory cells and gates that allow the model to remove irrelevant information from
the last time step and remember important information from the current time step. This
model demonstrated performance in various sequence problems such as translation, speech
analysis, and voice recognition. We select the LSTM because it can model the temporal
nature of time series data. Moreover, it provides a good benchmark for us to experiment
and solve the multicollinearity aspect of algorithmic trading. The authors of [11] compared
the performance of the ARIMA with the LSTM. They reported that the LSTM has an 85%
improvement on prediction over the ARIMA in stock market indexes.

With sophisticated neural networks, technical indicators have been used to enhance
algorithmic trading profitability, which can be seen in the case of Bursa Malaysia. It proved
to outperform the return from the standard buy-and-hold strategy with the Kuala Lumpur
Composite Index (KLCI) as a proxy for the stock market [12]. In recent years, [13] has
proved that the deep LSTM can predict short term trend in foreign exchange rates and
leads to increased profits and reduced drawdowns.

2.2. Solving the Multicollinearity Problem

Generally, researchers try to mitigate the effects of multicollinearity by using feature
selection techniques to obtain a more reliable parameter estimate [14]. These are standard
heuristic algorithms that rely on indicators. However, caution must be taken on compromis-
ing the theoretical model to reduce multicollinearity. There are three ways to accomplish
this: the filter, wrapper, and embedded methods. A filter method evaluates variables based
on specific selected measures. Examples of such properties are information gain and the
chi-square test. However, the filter methods evaluate each feature individually and do not
consider the interaction. Therefore, it is not very good in high multicollinearity data.

Meanwhile, a wrapper method evaluates the quality of a subset based on its learning
algorithm. One of the earliest methods is stepwise regression. There are two basic ways
of performing it: forward selection and backward elimination. The forward selection
method starts with an empty model. Then, it adds variables one at a time. The backward
elimination method starts with the full model with all available variables and drops them
one by one. In each stage, they select the variable with the highest decrease in the residual
sum of squares for forward selection or the lowest increase in the residual sum of squares
for backward elimination. However, there are some drawbacks to stepwise regression.
According to [15], it does not necessarily yield the best model due to the order that these
variables are added. It is especially true in the presence of multicollinearity. Furthermore, it
is also more costly than the filter method in computation and time. An exhaustive feature
subset search may achieve the best result, but it is not feasible.

Embedded methods are learning algorithms that have built-in feature selection prop-
erties. They have the advantage of considering the relationship between features when
training is fast. Such approaches use biased and shrunken estimators in exchange for lower
variance and thus reduce overfitting. The advantage is that the theoretical model is not
compromised because of the dropping of variables. Its disadvantage is that the estimators
are now biased. The most known method is the ridge regression developed by [16]. This
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method adds a penalty term, the squared magnitude of the coefficient β, to the loss function.
The general equation of ridge regression is as follows

∑n
i=1 (Yi −∑p

j=1 Xijβ j)
2
+
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Embedded feature selection aims to improve the efficiency in parameter estimation
in the presence of multicollinearity. However, it comes with a bias-variance trade-off.
Researchers can select the methods based on their purposes, such as the grouping effect
or parsimony. For example, ref. [17] introduced a strictly concave penalty function called
modified log penalty. It is contrary to the strictly convex penalty of the Elastic net. It is aimed
to achieve a parsimonious model even under the effects of multicollinearity. Methods like
the Elastic net tend to focus on the grouping effect, which means that the collinear variables
are included together. It can require plenty of knowledge to know which one works better
on the problem. Some methods work better in high or low dimensionality and degrees of
multicollinearity. Besides that, some methods are for linear regression, and modifications
need to be made for other functional form predictions or classification problems.

Ref. [18] proposed a hybrid method that combined factor analysis and an artificial
neural network to combat multicollinearity. The ANN is not able to do variable selection;
therefore, the PCA is used to extract components. The ANN is then applied on the com-
ponents. This method is named FA-ANN (factor analysis–artificial neural network). It
is compared with regression analysis and genetic programming. FA-ANN has the best
accuracy among them. The advantage of FA-ANN and genetic programming is that they
are not based on any statistical assumptions, and so they are more reliable and trustworthy.

The work in [19] provided reasons for why a machine learning algorithm might
be better. They have no requirement for assumptions about the function, can uncover
complex patterns, and dynamically learn changing relationships. Regularization and
penalty mechanisms can also solve multicollinearity in machine learning models, for
example, the Regularized OS-ELM algorithm [20] and the Least Squares Incremental ELM
algorithm [21]. However, these mechanisms increase the computational complexity. For
this reason, [22] proposed a method called the Kalman Learning Machine (KLM). It is an
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) that uses a Kalman filter to update the output weights
of a Single Layer Feedforward Network (SLFN). The Kalman filter is an equation that can
efficiently estimate the state of a process that minimizes the mean squared error. The state
does not get updated in the learning stage as with the concept of the ELM. The resulting
model has shown to outperform basic machine learning models in prediction error (RMSE)
and computing time. However, it requires manual optimization by humans.

The feature selection methods aim to reduce the number of variables to the most
relevant ones, which may reduce the information gained from having more data. Fur-
thermore, modern optimization methods depend on subjectively determined indicators
of relevance and similarity, which can be seen from [23], suggesting other measures of
multicollinearity for future research. It is, therefore, difficult to suggest which method is
better without directly comparing performance on the same dataset. Moreover, it is hard
and computationally expensive to find a global best subset without an exhaustive search.

The findings in the literature show that feature selection drops the variable and reduces
information gain. The multicollinearity measures to optimize are subjective and the global
minimum is not guaranteed. Furthermore, each method has inconsistent performance
depending on the data and are not applicable in every problem. In addition, a hybrid or
ensemble method has promising performance and may improve financial forecasting. It
combines the qualities of the filter, wrapper, and embedded methods. This paper suggests
that the relevancy and redundancy concepts from feature selection can be adopted. Both
relevance and redundancies can be learned along with the construction of the attention
layer and the predictive model. The literature review also shows that machine learning
algorithms are better than the simple OLS estimator in fitting data with multicollinearity. It
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does not need to have information on the relationship of the data or the distribution. This
motivated us to use the LSTM as the predictive model.

3. Methodology
3.1. Data Collection

The data used in this research is the daily foreign exchange rate. We selected eight
different pairs of exchange rates. These are EUR/GBP, EUR/JPY, EUR/USD, GBP/USD,
NZD/USD, USD/CAD, USD/CHF, and USD/JPY. They are the foreign exchange pairing
with the highest trading volume and trading data. The timeframe is the 5 years from
1 January 2015 to 31 December 2020. We collected the exchange rate at an hourly interval.
The predictor variables are technical analysis indicators that are highly correlated. Neural
networks using technical indicators have shown predictive capabilities comparable to a
buy-and-hold strategy [24]. Technical analysis assumes that prices reflect all relevant infor-
mation and predicts price movements based on asset price history and volume trends [25].
The following nine technical indicators are used as features for the proposed LSTM model.

3.1.1. Relative Strength Index (RSI)

The RSI is a momentum indicator used to measure the velocity and magnitude of a
price movement. The RSI is between 0 and 100. When the index is above 70, it is considered
overbought; it is considered oversold below 30 [26]. The average gain and average loss
over a certain period are the relative strengths. The indicator is computed as follows

RSI = 100− 100

1 + Average Gain
Average Loss

(2)

3.1.2. Moving Average Convergence and Divergence (MACD)

The MACD indicator comprises two lines, the MACD line and the signal line. The
MACD line is the difference between two EMAs of different periods. The signal line is an
EMA of the MACD. The interpretation is that if the MACD line intersects the signal line
downward, it indicates a downtrend, and vice versa if it crosses upward.

MACD Line : (12 Days EMA− 26 days EMA) (3)

Signal Line : 9 days EMA of MACD line (4)

where L is the lowest price over period n and H is the highest price over period n. The
trading signal is when %K and %D crosses.

3.1.3. Parabolic Stop and Reverse (SAR)

SAR is developed to identify trends in prices. Generally, the SAR below price is bullish
and the SAR above is bearish. The formula is as below

SARn+1 = SARn + α(EP− SARn) (5)

where EP, the extreme point, is the highest or lowest value achieved by an uptrend or
downtrend in a period n, and α represents the acceleration factor and is initiated with 0.02.
It explains the sensitivity of the SAR. Each time a new EP is recorded, the factor increases
by 0.02, and thus the SAR will converge to the price faster.

3.1.4. Simple Moving Average (SMA)

The SMA is an unweighted moving average of the closing price of the previous n days.
The number n can be selected depending on the period of trend desired, for example, short
term, medium-term, and long-term trends. The SMA line can be used as the support or
resistance level of the stock or used in conjunction with the SMA line of different periods to
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determine if it is on an uptrend or downtrend. For example, the stock price above the SMA
indicated an uptrend and, therefore, a buy signal.

SMA =
A1 + A2 + A3 + A4

n
(6)

where An is the price at period n and n is the total number of periods.

3.1.5. Cumulative Moving Average (CMA)

CMA is a moving average where the current average is cumulative of all the data until
the current data point

CMA4 =
A1 + A2 + A3 + A4

4
(7)

where An is the price at period n.

3.1.6. Exponential Moving Average (EMA)

The EMA is a type of weighted moving average. The weighting of the latest data is
the highest while the weight of the older data decreases exponentially. It is calculated with
the formula below

St = α×Yt + (1 + α)× St−1 (8)

where α is the parameter for the degree of decrease in weight and Yt is the observation at
time t.

3.1.7. Stochastic Oscillator

A stochastic oscillator is a momentum indicator that uses the price range over a period.
The current price is a percentage of the recent highest and lowest price. The intuition is
that prices tend to approach the extremes of the range before turning. The following is the
calculation of the oscillator.

%K = 100
closing price− L

H − L
(9)

%D = 3 period moving average o f %K (10)

3.1.8. William %R

The %R is an oscillator between −100 and 0, showing whether the stock price is
trading near the highs or lows of the recent period. A value of −100 means that the closing
price is near the low of the past n days.

%R =
(high)− close
−min(low)

∗ −100 (11)

3.1.9. Bollinger Band

The Bollinger Band is an indicator that uses highness and lowness relative to the price.
It consists of an upper and a lower band. The price approaching near either band indicates
a potential reversal in trend.

Bollinger High = MAn + 2 ∗ σn (12)

Bollinger Low = MAn + 2 ∗ σn (13)

where MA is the simple moving average, σ is the standard deviation, and n is the number
of days in the smoothing period.
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3.2. Multicollinearity Analysis

We performed a multicollinearity diagnosis on each variable to ascertain the level of depen-
dencies between the variables. We use the Variation Inflation Factor (VIF) for this purpose.

VIFk =
1

1− R2
k

(14)

To compute the VIF of the k-th variable, take the k-th variable as the explained variable
of all the remaining variables and estimate the regression coefficient. Next, take the
coefficient of the determination (R2) of the regression and calculate with the formula. There
is no formal value of the VIF to determine the presence of multicollinearity, but a value of
10 often indicates multicollinearity [27]. Therefore, a VIF value higher than 10 indicates the
severe presence of multicollinearity. The result for each variable for the EUR/GBP dataset
is shown in Table 1. The diagnosis shows that the datasets are highly multicollinear.

Table 1. Variation Inflation Factor Analysis for EUR/GBP dataset.

Variables VIF

open 20,637
high 17,431
low 20,848

close 24,950
RSI 7

MACD 21
SAR 877

SMA 5 13,692
SMA 10 3599
SMA 20 243,345

CMA 4
EMA 67,907
%K 32
%D 13
%R 19

Bollinger High 61,274
Bollinger Low 62,111

3.3. Data Generation

The samples are constructed with a rolling window mechanism. Figure 1 shows an
example of the mechanism with a time series of 10 time steps. With a window size of 3 time
steps, the first row of data is t = 1 to t = 3, the second row of data is t = 2 to t = 4, and the third
row of data is t = 3 to t = 5. With this mechanism, eight rows of data will be computed. This
research used a lag of 10 trading days (window size). The target label is a classification of
profit or loss. The target label is based on the next two trading days with the following criteria.
Label = 1 (significant profit) if the price reaches a predetermined take profit price level within
two trading days and label = 0 (significant loss) if it reaches stop loss. If the price after two
trading days is in between the two price levels, it will be labeled 3 (profit) if the trade still
profits and 2 (loss) if it is a loss. This labeling methodology is shown in Figure 2.

3.4. Model Framework

The historical prices of foreign exchanges used in our paper are also sequential. The
LSTM network can learn potential temporal information from the sequential data. The
LSTM network has shown outstanding performance on many real-world applications that
involve sequential data. Therefore, an LSTM model serves as a suitable baseline model
for this study. The LSTM is a type of RNN. However, the RNN cannot perform well in
long-sequence data due to exploding and vanishing gradients. Therefore, the LSTM model
is created to solve this problem [28]. Unlike the RNN, it has memory gates that capture
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and retain information from long time lags while selectively removing stored information.
Figure 3 displays the cell of an LSTM network. The top horizontal line is the cell state. The
four neural net layers are gates that control what information to add or remove. At lag t,
the first sigmoid (σ) layer decides what to forget. It takes the previous hidden state ht−1
and current input xt to output a value between 0 and 1. Hidden state ht−1 is the encoded
input of the previous time step, while xt is the input of time step t, containing every feature.
The sigmoid output value of zero means to forget completely, and one means to keep
completely. The next sigmoid layer, called the input gate, decides which value to update.
A next tanh layer creates new values to add to the cell state. A pointwise multiplication
combines these two to update the cell state. Lastly, a sigmoid layer decides which part of
the cell state to output.
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Our proposed model used the attention mechanism. It was developed for neural
machine translation by [8]. It allows a model to search for segments of a source sentence
that are most relevant to the target word. Furthermore, attention weighting aligns with the
author’s intuition. We use this mechanism to weigh the relevance of each feature to the
target variable. For example, one Moving Average indicator might be more relevant to the
target than another due to the different time frames used. The attention module consists of
a linear layer, dropout layer, sigmoid activation, another linear layer, and a SoftMax layer.
The resulting weight of the module is a learned measure of importance for each feature.
Finally, the SoftMax function is applied to ensure that all the weightings sum to one.

The next part of our model is correlation embedding. In this section, we explain how
the correlation embeddings are derived. We use this as a proxy for redundancy information
between features. A correlation measures the strength of the relationship between the
relative movements of two variables. The correlation is computed with the formula below

Rij =
Cij√

Cii ∗ Cjj

(15)

where Rij is the correlation coefficient of xi and xj, Cij is the covariance matrix of xi and xj,
Cii is the variance, and Cij is the variance of xj. We calculate the correlation coefficient for
each pair of features in our dataset. These calculations result in a correlation matrix. The
values range from −1.0 to 1.0. A correlation of −1.0 indicates a perfect negative correlation,
while 1.0 indicates a perfect positive correlation. For example, the Bollinger High and
Bollinger Low are highly collinear due to being the upper and lower bands of price. The
correlation matrix is then fed into a neural network layer with an output size similar to the
input data. The output of this is known as the correlation embedding.

The general framework of the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 4. It is referred to
as the Multicollinearity Reduction Model (MRM). The model receives an input in the shape
of the batch, sequence length, input size, and it is denoted as Xt. This input data is fed into
the input attention module, which generated a weight for each feature. This weighting
was multiplied with the input data to get weighted input data. Next, we multiplied the
weighted input and correlation before feeding it into an LSTM layer. This correlation
embedding is denoted as cr in the diagram. The LSTM layer will have information on the
relevance of each feature and the redundancy between the features. The intuition is that
the model can predict using its learned attention and the correlation information of the
features. This way, the model does not need to remove features to get good results.
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The classification network takes in the final output of the LSTM and passes through
two more linear layers. The resulting output is the prediction of classes. The LSTM layer
and the classification layer are what we will use as a baseline model. Figure 5 shows the
overall methodology of our paper. The first step is gathering raw data, and it includes
retrieving the historical prices of foreign exchange. The next step is preprocessing the data
for analysis. It consists of generating samples and the target label, feature engineering,
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and normalization. Lastly, the data is fed into the predictive model for forecasting and
comparison with the baseline results.
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4. Performance Results

The architecture of our baseline algorithmic trading network contains three fully
connected layers. We implemented all the algorithms in the Python programming language.
The first layer is the LSTM recurrent layer. The input size is 17, and it contains 100 neurons
in the hidden state. The second layer is a linear layer with 50 neurons. The final layer
contains four neurons (significant loss, loss, profit, significant profit) for the model’s output.
It results in a total trainable parameter of 52,701. The backpropagation algorithm we use is
the Adam optimizer [23].

The weights and biases of the LSTM layer were initialized with a uniform distribution
from −

√
k to
√

k, where k = 1/hidden size. The initial hidden state and cell state of the
LSTM layer were initialized as zero. The weights and biases were similarly initiated with
k = number of input features for the subsequent linear layers.

We configured the learning rates for each model independently to achieve the lowest
error possible. The same learning rate was used for all layers. We configured the learning
rate based on a simple heuristic. The learning rate was first initiated with 0.1. Then, it was
divided by 10 until no further improvements in cross-entropy error were observed.

The effectiveness of the MRM was assessed by comparing it with the LSTM. The
MRM architecture consists of the baseline LSTM, our proposed correlation embeddings,
and the attention mechanism. Each model is trained over 100 epochs. The experiment
was conducted with ten cycles, and the average was obtained. These steps were repeated
for each of our eight datasets. The results are shown in Table 2. We first observe the
cross-entropy loss of each model. The cross-entropy loss is useful in classification problems.
It calculates the difference between the predicted and true probability distributions. The
loss is described as follows

loss(x, class) = −x[class] + log (∑j exp (x[j])) (16)

where x is the input and class are the category index. The LSTM gave us a training loss of
0.843, while the MRM model achieved a training loss of 0.5088. The results proved that our
proposed method is able to improve performance in high multicollinearity conditions.

Table 2. Accuracy, Returns, and Training Loss for each model.

Evaluation Metric LSTM MRM LSTM

Mean of Accuracy 45.43% 43.88%
Std of Accuracy 2.54% 2.62%

Mean of Returns (pips) 1476.14 2167.34
Std of Returns (pips) 452.01 525.88

Mean of Loss Function 0.8435 0.5088
Std of Loss Function 0.0241 0.0750

Next, we assess how our MRM model affects the trading performance. The metric
considered is trading returns from the test set. The models are trained on the first 80% of
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data. The remaining 20% is used as the test set. There are approximately 7000 h of data. The
profit and loss from the test set is the metric for comparison. The mean of trading return
for the LSTM is 1476.14 pips, while the mean of trading return for the MRM is 2167.34 pips.
That represented a 46.82% improvement in profit. The best result is achieved in EURGBP,
with a trading improvement of 1232 pips. Meanwhile, only one out of the eight datasets did
not have improved returns. Finally, we present a bar chart in Figure 6 to better visualize
the performance.
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While the returns showed significant improvement, that is not the case for accuracy
(correct prediction of each label over total number prediction). The baseline model has an
average accuracy of 45.43%. However, our proposed model achieved an accuracy of 43.88%.
Figure 7 shows the accuracy of the proposed MRM model in a box plot. The mean and
standard deviation of the accuracy are slightly higher than the LSTM model. The results
suggest that the MRM model is better at identifying profitable trades than the LSTM model.
As label 1 indicates a buy signal, it determines the trading returns of the model.
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The metrics examined proved that the MRM is an effective mechanism for high
multicollinearity. Our proposed model can increase the profitability of algorithmic trading
models. The LSTM is good at modeling temporal effects, but it does not consider the
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interaction between data. Our results show that neural networks with our extensions can
learn the relevance and redundancy present in the financial data.

5. Conclusions

This paper explores the application of correlation embeddings and attention mecha-
nisms to address the high multicollinearity phenomenon in algorithmic trading. We used
the VIF and found that the multicollinearity problem is serious in a financial dataset. The
introduced attention mechanism can learn each feature’s relevance with the target variable
to perform embedded feature selection. In addition, the correlation embeddings provide
feature redundancy information for the model to make a prediction. The proposed MRM
model can make a better prediction with these mechanisms. Our experiment revealed that
accuracy does not necessarily translate to higher returns in an algorithmic trading simula-
tion. Our model has higher profitability and returns with the same accuracy. Furthermore,
this is achieved without a significant increase in training time. As such, we suggest that the
MRM model be applied when dealing with high multicollinearity data.

The proposed method does not remove variables, making it better in prediction. Feature
selection presents the risk of removing relevant features. Without an exhaustive search on a
subset of features, it is difficult to arrive at the best model. Existing methods require plenty
of knowledge and are based on a trial-and-error approach. Besides that, neural networks
can uncover nonlinear relationships that most statistical approaches fail to perform.

Future work is of interest to expand the features beyond price-based technical in-
dicators. For example, fundamental data and news data are data that are also used in
algorithmic trading models. These data are also high in multicollinearity. The addition of
features can assess the performance of our proposed MRM in higher-dimensional datasets.
Furthermore, other measures besides correlation can be used experimentally as a proxy for
redundancy in features.
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